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Encantos Eco Tours

Contacto

Nombre: masteradmin

Nombre de la

Compañía:

Administrator (creador de este

portal)

País: Puerto Rico

Teléfono:

Datos del listado

General

Nombre: Encantos Eco Tours

Teléfono: (787)272-0005 /

(787)519-5000

Dirección: San Juan Bay Marina

Pueblo: San Juan

Código postal: 00902

Descripción: The Ecotourspr Group

Our companies are a local

Puerto Rican family

owned, inbound,

sustainable, educational

and responsible tours

operation, since 1992.

Encantos Ecotours

Encantos Ecotours has

been organizing unique

and personalized group

and private excursions all

over Puerto Rico for over

20 years. We can custom

design and perform the

largest variety of

excursions all over Puerto

Rico, for any type of

professional, educational,

corporate, friends, or

family groups, and for

any amount or group size.
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We always emphasize on

delivering quality services

and the most

personalized, diverse and

professional experiences

you can find in Puerto

Rico.

Sailing Dreams

Sailing Dreams is a

project of love that began

operations on January,

2012 as our answer to the

high levels of anxiety

people are experiencing

lately all over the world.

We love to share on a one

on one basis a unique and

first quality experience on

our sailboat Poema de

Amor Libertad (Poem of

Love and Freedom). We

share with our guests our

passion for sailing and for

the history of Old San

Juan and the Historical

Sites, while enjoying the

best views of the city. We

love to have a VIP

pampering service

onboard. We limit our

cozy services to a

maximum of 6 guests at

once.

Sea Rafting & Kayaking

Adventures

Sea Rafting and Kayaking

Adventures is our newest

venture, but it is a revival

of tours we used to do

almost two decades ago,

when Puerto Rico was
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going through the early

beginnings of the advent

ours part of the tourism

industry. With this

operation we focus on sea

rafting tours (yes, like

white water, but mostly

on the ocean), as well as

on kayaking adventures to

non traditional unique

places all over the Island.

We have paddling

adventures that are ready

to be shared from families

with kids, to adventurous

friends looking for a shot

of Caribbean sea salt and

adrenaline…

Our Staff

Our tours are performed

by the best team of highly

educated and trained

Puerto Rican

professionals fr

Portal: www.ecotourspr.com
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